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Novel Eye Gaze Tracking Techniques
Under Natural Head Movement

Zhiwei Zhu and Qiang Ji*, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Most available remote eye gaze trackers have two
characteristics that hinder them being widely used as the impor-
tant computer input devices for human computer interaction.
First, they have to be calibrated for each user individually; second,
they have low tolerance for head movement and require the users
to hold their heads unnaturally still. In this paper, by exploiting
the eye anatomy, we propose two novel solutions to allow natural
head movement and minimize the calibration procedure to only
one time for a new individual.

The first technique is proposed to estimate the 3-D eye gaze
directly. In this technique, the cornea of the eyeball is modeled
as a convex mirror. Via the properties of convex mirror, a simple
method is proposed to estimate the 3-D optic axis of the eye. The
visual axis, which is the true 3-D gaze direction of the user, can
be determined subsequently after knowing the angle deviation
between the visual axis and optic axis by a simple calibration pro-
cedure. Therefore, the gaze point on an object in the scene can be
obtained by simply intersecting the estimated 3-D gaze direction
with the object. Different from the first technique, our second
technique does not need to estimate the 3-D eye gaze directly, and
the gaze point on an object is estimated from a gaze mapping
function implicitly. In addition, a dynamic computational head
compensation model is developed to automatically update the gaze
mapping function whenever the head moves. Hence, the eye gaze
can be estimated under natural head movement. Furthermore, it
minimizes the calibration procedure to only one time for a new
individual.

The advantage of the proposed techniques over the current state
of the art eye gaze trackers is that it can estimate the eye gaze of
the user accurately under natural head movement, without need to
perform the gaze calibration every time before using it. Our pro-
posed methods will improve the usability of the eye gaze tracking
technology, and we believe that it represents an important step for
the eye tracker to be accepted as a natural computer input device.

Index Terms—Eye gaze tracking, gaze estimation, human com-
puter interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

EYE gaze is defined as the line of sight of a person. It rep-
resents a person’s focus of attention. Eye gaze tracking

has been an active research topic for many decades because
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of its potential usages in various applications such as Human
Computer Interaction (HCI), Virtual Reality, Eye Disease Diag-
nosis, Human Behavior Studies, etc. For example, when a user is
looking at a computer screen, the user’s gaze point at the screen
can be estimated via the eye gaze tracker. Hence, the eye gaze
can serve as an advanced computer input [1], which is proven
to be more efficient than the traditional input devices such as
a mouse pointer [2]. Also, a gaze-contingent interactive graphic
display application can be built [3], in which the graphic display
on the screen can be controlled interactively by the eye gaze.
Recently, eye gaze has also been widely used by cognitive sci-
entists to study human beings’ cognition [4], memory [5], etc.

Numerous techniques [3], [6]–[17] have been proposed to es-
timate the eye gaze. Earlier eye gaze trackers are fairly intru-
sive in that they require physical contacts with the user, such
as placing a reflective white dot directly onto the eye [6] or
attaching a number of electrodes around the eye [7]. In addi-
tion, most of these technologies also require the user’s head to
be motionless during eye tracking. With the rapid technolog-
ical advancements in both video cameras and microcomputers,
gaze tracking technology based on the digital video analysis of
eye movements has been widely explored. Since it does not re-
quire anything attached to the user, video technology opens the
most promising direction for building a nonintrusive eye gaze
tracker. Various techniques [18]–[23], [3], [17] have been pro-
posed to perform the eye gaze estimation based on eye images
captured by video cameras. However, most available remote eye
gaze trackers have two characteristics that prevent them from
being widely used. First, they must often be calibrated repeat-
edly for each individual; second, they have low tolerance for
head movements and require the user to hold the head uncom-
fortably still.

In this paper, two novel techniques are introduced to improve
the existing gaze tracking techniques. First, a simple 3-D gaze
tracking technique is proposed to estimate the 3-D direction of
the gaze. Different from the existing 3-D techniques, the pro-
posed 3-D gaze tracking technique can estimate the optic axis
of the eye without the need to know any user-dependent param-
eters about the eyeball. Hence, the 3-D direction of the gaze can
be estimated in a way allowing more easy implementation, im-
proving the robustness and accuracy of the gaze estimation si-
multaneously. Second, a novel 2-D mapping-based gaze estima-
tion technique is introduced to allow free head movements and
minimize the calibration procedure to only one time for a new
individual. A dynamic head compensation model is proposed to
compensate for the head movements so that whenever the head
moves, the gaze mapping function at a new 3-D head position
can be updated automatically. Hence, accurate gaze information
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Fig. 1. Eye images with glints. (a) Dark-pupil image. (b) Bright-pupil image.
Glint is a small bright spot as indicated.

can always be estimated as the head moves. Therefore, by using
our proposed gaze tracking techniques, a more robust, accurate,
comfortable and useful eye gaze tracking system can be built.

II. RELATED WORKS

In general, most of the nonintrusive vision-based gaze
tracking techniques can be classified into two groups: 2-D
mapping-based gaze estimation method [3], [8]–[10] and direct
3-D gaze estimation method [11]–[17]. In the following section,
each group will be discussed briefly.

A. 2-D Mapping-Based Gaze Estimation Technique

For the 2-D mapping-based gaze estimation method, the eye
gaze is estimated from a calibrated gaze mapping function by
inputting a set of 2-D eye movement features extracted from eye
images, without knowing the 3-D direction of the gaze. Usually,
the extracted 2-D eye movement features vary with the eye gaze
so that the relationship between them can be encoded by a gaze
mapping function. In order to obtain the gaze mapping function,
an online calibration needs to be performed for each person.
Unfortunately, the extracted 2-D eye movement features also
vary significantly with head position; thus, the calibrated gaze
mapping function is very sensitive to head motion [10]. Hence,
the user has to keep his head unnaturally still in order to achieve
good performance.

The pupil center cornea reflection (PCCR) technique is the
most commonly used 2-D mapping-based approach for eye gaze
tracking. The angle of the visual axis (or the location of the fix-
ation point on the display surface) is calculated by tracking the
relative position of the pupil center and a speck of light reflected
from the cornea, technically known as the “glint” as shown in
Fig. 1(a) and (b). The generation of the glint will be discussed
in more detail at Section III-B.1. The accuracy of the system
can be further enhanced by illuminating the eyes with near-in-
frared (IR) LEDs coaxial with the camera , which produces the
“bright-pupil” effect as shown Fig. 1(b) and makes the video
image easier to process. IR light is harmless and invisible to the
user.

Several systems [24], [25], [18], [26] have been built based
on the PCCR technique. Most of these systems show that if the
users have the ability to keep their heads fixed, or to restrict head
motion via the help of chin-rest or bite-bar, very high accuracy
can be achieved in eye gaze tracking results. Specifically, the av-
erage error can be less than 1 visual angle, which corresponds
to less than 10 mm in the computer screen when the subject is
sitting approximately 550 mm from the computer screen. But
as the head moves away from the original position where the

user performed the gaze calibration, the accuracy of these gaze
tracking systems drops dramatically; for example, [10] reports
detailed data showing how the calibrated gaze mapping func-
tion decays as the head moves away from its original position.
Jacob reports a similar fact in [25]. Jacob attempted to solve
the problem by giving the user the ability to make local manual
re-calibrations, which brings numerous troubles for the user. As
these studies indicate, calibration is a significant problem in cur-
rent remote eye tracking systems.

Most of the commercially available eye gaze tracking sys-
tems [27], [23], [28] are also built on the PCCR technique, and
most of them claim that they can tolerate small head motion.
For example, less than 2 square inches of head motion toler-
ance is claimed for the gaze tracker from LC technologies [23],
which is still working to improve it. The ASL eye tracker [27]
has the best claimed tolerance of head movement, allowing ap-
proximately one square foot of head movement. It eliminates the
need for head restraint by combining a magnetic head tracker
with a pan-tilt camera. However, details about how it handles
head motion are not publicly known. Further, combining a mag-
netic head tracker with a pan-tilt camera is not only complicated
but also expensive for the regular user.

In summary, most of existing eye gaze systems based on the
PCCR technique share two common drawbacks: first, the user
has to perform certain experiments in calibrating the relation-
ship between the gaze points and the user-dependent parameters
before using the gaze tracking system; second, the user has to
keep his head unnaturally still, with no significant head move-
ment allowed.

B. Direct 3-D Gaze Estimation Technique

For the direct 3-D gaze estimation technique, the 3-D direc-
tion of the gaze is estimated so that the gaze point can be ob-
tained by simply intersecting it with the scene. Therefore, how
to estimate the 3-D gaze direction of the eye precisely is the key
issue for most of these techniques. Several attempts [15], [14],
[11], [12], [17] have been proposed to estimate the 3-D direc-
tion of gaze from the eye images. The direct 3-D gaze estima-
tion technique is not constrained by the head position, and it can
be used to obtain the gaze point on any object in the scene by
simply intersecting it with the estimated 3-D gaze line. There-
fore, the issues of gaze mapping function calibration and head
movement compensation that plague the 2-D mapping-based
methods can be solved nicely.

Morimoto et al. [15] proposed a technique to estimate the
3-D gaze direction of the eye with the use of a single calibrated
camera and at least two light sources. First, the radius of the eye
cornea is measured in advance for each person, using at least
three light sources. A set of high order polynomial equations
are derived to compute the radius and center of the cornea, but
their solutions are not unique. Therefore, how to choose the cor-
rect one from the set of possible solutions is still an issue. Fur-
thermore, no working system has been built using the proposed
technique.

Ohno et al. [14] proposed an approximation method to esti-
mate the 3-D eye gaze. There are several limitations for this pro-
posed method. First, the cornea radius and the distance between
the pupil and cornea center are fixed for all users although they
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Fig. 2. Structure of the eyeball (top view of the right eye).

actually vary significantly from person to person. Second, the
formulation to obtain the cornea center is based on the assump-
tion that the virtual image of IR LED appears on the surface
of the cornea. In fact, however – as shown in Section III-B.I of
this paper – the virtual image of IR LED will not appear on the
surface of the cornea; instead, it will appear behind the cornea
surface or inside the cornea. Therefore, the calculated cornea
center will be a very inaccurate approximation.

Beymer et al. [11] proposed another system that can esti-
mate the 3-D gaze direction based on a complicated 3-D eye-
ball model with at least seven parameters. First, the 3-D eyeball
model will be automatically individualized to a new user, which
is achieved by fitting the 3-D eye model with a set of image fea-
tures via a nonlinear estimation technique. The image features
used for fitting include only the glints of the IR LEDs and the
pupil edges. But as shown in Section III-B.I of this paper, the
glints are the image projections of the virtual images of the IR
LEDs created by the cornea, and they are not on the surface of
the eye cornea, but inside the cornea. Also, the pupil edges are
not on the surface of the 3-D eye model, either. Therefore, the
radius of the cornea cannot be estimated based on the proposed
method. Further, fitting such a complicated 3-D model with only
few feature points, the solution will be unstable and very sensi-
tive to noise.

Shih et al. [12] proposed a novel method to estimate 3-D gaze
direction by using multiple cameras and multiple light sources.
In their method, although there is no need to know the user-de-
pendent parameters of the eye, there is an obvious limitation for
the current system when stereo cameras are used. Specifically,
when the user is looking at points on the line connecting the op-
tical centers of the two cameras, the 3-D gaze direction cannot
be determined uniquely.

Guestrin et al. [17] proposed a 3-D approach to remotely es-
timate 3-D gaze with the use of one or two video cameras to-
gether with multiple lights. Their method starts with the recon-
struction of the optic axis of the eye. This is then followed by
estimating the visual axis from the estimated optic axis through
a calibration procedure. Based on a comparative analysis of dif-

ferent systems configurations, they theoretically show that the
3-D eye gaze can be minimally solved with either one camera
and two lights, plus some subject-specific parameters or with
two cameras and two lights, without any subject-specific pa-
rameters. They implemented the one camera plus two light con-
figuration and demonstrated its accurate performance experi-
mentally. Compared with the most of two-camera direct gaze
estimation system, the one camera configuration represents a
significant simplification. Their method, however, cannot ac-
commodate large head movement.

Therefore, most of the existing 3-D gaze tracking techniques
either require knowledge of several user-dependent parameters
about the eye [15], [14], [11], or cannot work under certain cir-
cumstances [12] or with large head movement [17]. But in re-
ality, these user-dependent parameters of the eyeball, such as the
cornea radius and the distance between the pupil and the cornea
center, are very small (normally less than 10 mm). Therefore,
accurate indirect estimation techniques like the one proposed in
[17] to estimate these eye parameters is a prerequisite.

III. DIRECT 3-D GAZE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

A. Structure of Human Eyeball

As shown in Fig. 2, the eyeball is made up of the segments
of two spheres with different sizes placed in front of the other
[29]. The anterior, the smaller segment, is transparent and forms
about one-sixth of the eyeball, and has a radius of curvature of
about 8 mm. The posterior, the larger segment, is opaque and
forms about five-sixths of the eyeball, and has a radius of about
12 mm.

The anterior pole of the eye is the center of curvature of the
transparent segment or cornea. The posterior pole is the center
of the posterior curvature of the eyeball, and is located slightly
temporal to the optical nerve. The optic axis is defined as a line
connecting these two poles, as shown in Fig. 2. The fovea de-
fines the center of the retina, and is a small region with highest
visual acuity and color sensitivity. Since the fovea provides the
sharpest and most detailed information, the eyeball is contin-
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uously moving so that the light from the object of primary in-
terest will fall on this region. Thus, another major axis, the visual
axis, is defined as the projection of the foveal center into object
space through the eye’s nodal point as shown in Fig. 2.
Therefore, it is the visual axis that determines a person’s visual
attention or direction of gaze, not the optic axis. Since the fovea
is a few degrees temporal to the posterior pole, the visual axis
will deviate a few degrees nasally from the optic axis. The angle
formed by the intersection of the visual axis and the optic axis at
the nodal point is named as angle kappa. The angle kappa in the
two eyes should have the same magnitude [29], approximately
around 5 .

Pupillary axis of the eye is defined as the 3-D line connecting
the center of the pupil and the center of the cornea .
The pupillary axis is the best estimate of the location of the
eye’s optic axis; if extended through the eye, it should exit very
near the anatomical posterior pole. In Fig. 2, the pupillary axis
is shown as the optic axis of the eyeball. Therefore, if we can
obtain the 3-D locations of the pupil center and cornea center,
then the optic axis of the eye can be estimated.

B. Derivation of 3-D Cornea Center

1) Glint Formation in Cornea Reflection: When light passes
through the eye, the boundary surface of the cornea will act like
a reflective surface. Therefore, if a light source is placed in front
of the eye, the reflection from the external surface of the cornea
will be captured as a very bright spot in the eye image as shown
in Fig. 1(a) and (b). This special bright dot is called glint and it
is the brightest and easiest reflection to detect and track.

In order to understand the formation of the glint, the external
surface of the cornea is modelled as a convex mirror with a ra-
dius . Therefore, the eye cornea serves as a convex mirror
during the process of glint formation. Specifically, the focus
point , the center of the curvature and the principal
axis are shown in Fig. 3. In our research, the IR LEDs are uti-
lized as the light sources. Therefore, when an IR LED is placed
in front of the eye, the cornea will produce a virtual image of the
IR LED, which is located somewhere behind the cornea surface
along the line that connects the cornea center and the light, as
shown in the light ray diagram of the Fig. 3.

In the light ray diagram [30], the virtual image of the light
image is the location in space where it appears that light di-
verges from. Any observer from any position who is sighting
along a line at the image location will view the IR light source
as a result of the reflected light. The reflection law of the convex
mirrors [31] establishes that the virtual light position is only
determined by the actual position of the light and by the loca-
tion of the mirror, independent of the observer position. Hence,
each observer sees a virtual image at the same location regard-
less of the observer’s location. Thus, the task of determining the
image location of the IR light source is to determine the location
where reflected light intersects. In Fig. 3, several rays of light
emanating from the IR light source are shown approaching the
cornea and subsequently reflecting. Each ray is extended back-
wards to a point of intersection—this point of intersection of
all extended reflected rays indicates the location of the virtual
image of IR light source.

Fig. 3. Image formation of a point light source in the cornea when the cornea
serves as a convex mirror.

In our research, the cameras are the observers. Therefore, the
virtual image of the IR light source created by the cornea will be
shown as a glint in the image captured by the camera. If we place
two cameras at different locations, each camera will capture a
glint corresponding to the same virtual image of the IR light
source in space as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, in theory, with
the use of two cameras, the 3-D location of the virtual image of
the IR light source in space can be recovered.

2) Curvature Center of the Cornea: According to the proper-
ties of the convex mirror, an incident ray that is directed towards
the center of curvature of a mirror is reflected back along its own
path (since it is normally incident on the mirror). Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 5, if the light ray is shone directly towards
the center of the curvature of the cornea , it will be re-
flected back along its own path. Also, the virtual image of the
IR light source will lie in this path. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 5, the IR light source , its the virtual image and the
curvature center of the cornea will be co-linear.

Further, if we place another IR light source at a different place
as shown in Fig. 5, then the IR light source , its the vir-

tual image and the curvature center of the cornea
will lie in another line . Line and line

will intersect at the point .
As discussed in Section III-B.1, if two cameras are used, the

3-D locations of the virtual images and of the IR light
sources can be obtained through 3-D reconstruction. Further-
more, the 3-D location of the IR light sources and can be
obtained through the system calibration procedure discussed in
Section V-A. Therefore, the 3-D location of the curvature center
of cornea can be obtained by intersecting the line
and as follows:

(1)

Note that when more than two IR light sources are available,
a set of equations can be obtained, which can lead to a more
robust estimation of the 3-D location of cornea center.
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Fig. 4. Ray diagram of the virtual image of the IR light source in front of the cameras.

Fig. 5. Ray diagram of two IR light sources in front of the cornea.

C. Computation of 3-D Gaze Direction

1) Estimation of Optic Axis: As discussed earlier, the pupil-
lary axis is the best approximation of the optic axis of the eye.
Therefore, after the 3-D location of the pupil center is ex-
tracted, the optic axis of the eye can be estimated by con-
necting the 3-D pupil center with cornea center as
follows:

(2)

However, due to the refraction index difference between the
air and the aqueous humor inside the cornea, as shown in the
geometric ray diagram of the refraction at spherical surface in
Fig. 6, we can see that it is the virtual image of the pupil, not the
pupil itself being observed from a camera. On the other hand,
the pupil center is located in the optic axis of the eye because we

assume that the pupillary axis approximates the optic axis of the
eye. Therefore, according to the refraction law at spherical sur-
faces [30], two light rays as shown in Fig. 6 can be used to locate
the virtual image of the pupil center, which is still in the optic
axis of the eye due to the symmetry of the pupil. As a result, the
virtual image of the pupil center and the cornea center can be
used to estimate the optic axis of the eye directly. Following the
same principle as for the virtual position of the light, the virtual
image of the pupil is also independent of the camera position.
Hence, given two images of the same virtual pupil, its 3-D po-
sition can be estimated through a 3-D triangulation.

Since the fovea is invisible from the captured eye images,
the visual axis of the eye cannot be estimated directly. Without
knowing the visual axis of the eye, the user’s fixation point in
the 3-D space still cannot be determined. However, the deviation
angle kappa between the visual axis and the optic axis of the eye
is constant for each person.
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Fig. 6. Ray diagram of virtual pupil image under cornea-air surface refraction.

It is assumed that there is a 3-D coordinate system attached
to the eyeball, whose axis is the principal axis of the eyeball
and axis is parallel to the horizontal plane in 3-D space. In
addition, under the pan (left-right) or tilt (up-down) movement
of the head, the axis of the eye will be always parallel to the
horizontal plane. Under the swing (in-plane) movement of the
head, the eye will involuntarily perform a torsional movement
around the axis at the inverse direction of the head swing to
keep the axis parallel to the horizontal plane. However, the
eye can only perform small torsional movement. Therefore, if
the head swing angle is too large, the axis of the eye will not
be parallel to the horizontal plane.

But normally, large head swing movements are rarely hap-
pened, hence, during the eye movements, it can be assumed that
the axis of the eye will be always parallel to the horizontal
plane. Therefore, if the deviation angle kappa is known, then
the visual axis can be computed from the estimated optic axis
easily. In the following, a technique is proposed to estimate the
deviation angle kappa accurately.

2) Compensation of the Angle Deviation Between Visual Axis
and Optic Axis: When a user is looking at a known point in the
screen, the 3-D location of the screen point can be known in
that the screen is calibrated. At the same time, the 3-D location
of the cornea center and the 3-D location of the virtual
pupil center can be computed from the eye images via the
proposed technique discussed above. Therefore, the direction of

visual axis and the direction of optic axis can be computed
as follows:

(3)

In addition, let’s represent the relationship between the visual
axis and the optic axis as follows:

(4)

where is a 3 3 rotation matrix and it is constructed from the
deviation angles between the vectors and , or the deviation
angle kappa. Once the rotation matrix is estimated, then the
3-D visual axis can be estimated from the extracted 3-D optic
axis. Therefore, instead of estimating the deviation angle kappa
directly to obtain the relationship between the visual axis and
the optic axis, it can be encoded through the rotation matrix
implicitly. In addition, the rotation matrix can be estimated
by a simple calibration as follows.

During the calibration, the user is asked to look at a set of
pre-defined point ( ) in the screen, where
during the experiment. After the calibration is done, a set of

pairs of vectors and are obtained via (3). In addition,
since the rotation matrix is an orthonormal matrix, (4) can
be represented as

(5)

Therefore, according to (4) and (5), one pair of vectors and

can give 6 linear equations so that two screen points are
enough to estimate the 3 3 rotation matrix .

Once the rotation matrix is estimated, the visual axis of the
eye can be estimated from the computed optic axis through
(4). Finally, an accurate point of regard of the user can be com-
puted by intersecting the estimated 3-D visual axis with any ob-
ject in the scene.

IV. 2-D MAPPING-BASED GAZE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

A. Specific Eye Gaze Mapping Function

Most commercially available remote eye gaze trackers are
built from the PCCR technique. Specifically, the PCCR-based
technique consists of two major components: pupil-glint vector
extraction and gaze mapping function acquisition. Both compo-
nents will be discussed briefly as follows.

1) Pupil-Glint Vector Extraction: Gaze estimation starts with
pupil-glint vector extraction. After grabbing the eye image from
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Fig. 7. Pupil and glint image formations when eyes are located at different positions while gazing at the same screen point (side view) and the captured eye images
are shown on the right side.

the camera, computer vision techniques [3], [32] are proposed
to extract the pupil center and the glint center robustly and ac-
curately. The pupil center and the glint center are connected to
form a 2-D pupil-glint vector as shown in Fig. 7.

2) Specific Gaze Mapping Function Acquisition: After ob-
taining the pupil-glint vectors, a calibration procedure is pro-
posed to acquire a specific gaze mapping function that will map
the extracted pupil-glint vector to the user’s fixation point in
the screen at the current head position. The extracted pupil-glint
vector is represented as and the screen gaze point
is represented by in the screen coordinate system.
The specific gaze mapping function can be modelled
by the following nonlinear equations [23]:

(6)

where the term in and term in
amount to scale factors on and such that the gains of

on and on vary as a function of how high ( )
on the screen the user is looking. Within the range of the com-
puter screen, these two nonlinear terms accommodate most of
the nonlinearity associated with the tilt of the screen (In reality,
the camera is mounted below the monitor and a significant non-
linearity is introduced by the screen being tilted with respect to
the camera axis). The ( ) term in also accommo-
dates flattening of the corneal surface toward the edges, which
is typical in the human eye.

The coefficients , , , and , , , are estimated
from a set of pairs of pupil-glint vectors and the corresponding
screen gaze points. These pairs are collected in a calibration
procedure. During the calibration, the user is required to visually
follow a shining dot as it displays at several predefined locations

on the computer screen. In addition, the subject must keep his
head as still as possible.

If the user does not move his head significantly after the gaze
calibration, the calibrated gaze mapping function can be used
to estimate the user’s gaze point on the screen with high accu-
racy, based on the extracted pupil-glint vector. But when the
user moves his head away from the position where the gaze
calibration is performed, the calibrated gaze mapping function
will fail to estimate the gaze point because of the pupil-glint
vector changes caused by the head movements. In the following
section, head movement effect on the pupil-glint vector will be
illustrated.

B. Head Motion Effect on Pupil-Glint Vector

Fig. 7 shows the ray diagram of the pupil-glint vector genera-
tion in the image when an eye is located at two different 3-D po-
sitions and in front of the camera due to head movement.
For simplicity, the eye is represented by a cornea, the cornea is
modelled as a convex mirror, and the IR light source used to
generate the glint is located at . In addition, the eye cornea
is further represented by a virtual sphere whose surface goes
through the virtual pupil center , which functions exactly as a
real eye cornea. All of which are applicable to subsequent fig-
ures in this paper. Assume that the origin of the camera is located
at , and are the pupil centers and and are the glint
centers generated in the image. Further, at both positions, the
user is looking at the same point of the computer screen . Ac-
cording to the light ray diagram shown in Fig. 7, the generated
pupil-glint vectors and will be significantly different
in the images, as shown in Fig. 7. Two factors are responsible for
this pupil-glint vector difference: first, the eyes are at different
positions in front of the camera; second, in order to look at the
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same screen point, eyes at different positions rotate themselves
differently.

The eye will move as the head moves. Therefore, when the
user is gazing at a fixed point on the screen while moving his
head in front of the camera, a set of pupil-glint vectors in the
image will be generated. These pupil-glint vectors are signifi-
cantly different from each other. If uncorrected, inaccurate gaze
points will be estimated after inputting them into a calibrated
specific gaze mapping function obtained at a fixed head position.

Therefore, the head movement effects on these pupil-glint
vectors must be eliminated in order to utilize the specific gaze
mapping function to estimate the screen gaze points correctly.
In the following section, a technique is proposed to eliminate the
head movement effects from these pupil-glint vectors. With this
technique, accurate gaze screen points can be estimated under
natural head movement.

C. Dynamic Head Compensation Model

1) Approach Overview: The first step of our technique is to
find a specific gaze mapping function between the pupil-
glint vector and the screen coordinate at a reference 3-D
eye position . This is usually achieved via a gaze calibra-
tion procedure using (6). The function can be expressed as
follows:

(7)

Assume that when the eye moves to a new position as
the head moves, a pupil-glint vector will be generated in
the image while the user is looking at the same screen point .
When is far from , will be significantly different from

. Therefore, cannot be used as the input of the gaze map-
ping function to estimate the screen gaze point due to the
changes of the pupil-glint vector caused by the head movement.
If the changes of the pupil-glint vector caused by the head
movement can be eliminated, then a corrected pupil-glint vector

will be obtained. Ideally, this corrected pupil-glint vector
is the generated pupil-glint vector of the eye at the reference
position when gazing at the same screen point . Therefore,
this is equivalent to finding a head mapping function between
two different pupil-glint vectors at two different head positions
when still gazing at the same screen point. This mapping func-
tion can be written as follows:

(8)

where is the equivalent measurement of with respect to the
initial reference head position . Therefore, the screen gaze
point can be estimated accurately from the pupil-glint vector
via the specific gaze mapping function as follows:

(9)

where the function can be called as a generalized gaze map-
ping function that explicitly accounts for the head movement. It
provides the gaze mapping function dynamically for a new eye
position .

Via the proposed technique, whenever the head moves, a gaze
mapping function at each new 3-D eye position can be updated

Fig. 8. Pupil and glint image formation when the eye is located at different
positions in front of the camera.

automatically; therefore, the issue of the head movement can be
solved nicely.

2) Image Projection of Pupil-Glint Vector: In this section,
we show how to find the head mapping function . Fig. 8 shows
the process of the pupil-glint vector formation in the image for
an eye in front of the camera. When the eye is located at two dif-
ferent positions and while still gazing at the same screen
point , two different pupil-glint vectors and are gen-
erated in the image. Further, as shown in Fig. 8, a plane par-
allel to the image plane that goes through the point will inter-
sect the line at .1 Another plane parallel to the image
plane that goes through the point will intersect the line

at .2 Therefore, is the projection of the vector and

is the projection of the vector in the image plane.
Because plane , plane and the image plane are parallel, the

vectors , , and can be represented as 2-D
vectors in the – plane of the camera coordinate system.

Assume that in the camera coordinate system, the 3-D virtual
pupil centers and are represented as and

, the glint centers and are represented as
and , where is focus length

of the camera, and the screen gaze point is represented by
. Via the pinhole camera model, the image projec-

tion of the pupil-glint vectors can be expressed as follows:

(10)

(11)

1G is not the actual virtual image of the IR light source.
2G is not the actual virtual image of the IR light source.
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Fig. 9. Pupil and glint image formation when the eye is located at different
positions in front of the camera (top-down view).

Assume that the pupil-glint vectors and are repre-
sented as and respectively, and the vectors

and are represented as and
respectively. Therefore, the following equation can be derived
by combining the (10) and (11):

(12)

(13)

The above two equations describe how the pupil-glint vector
changes as the head moves in front of the camera. Also, based
on the above equations, it is obvious that each component of the
pupil-glint vector can be mapped individually. Therefore, (12)
for the component of the pupil-glint vector will be derived
first as follows.

3) Case One: The Cornea Center and the Pupil Center Lie on
the Camera’s – Plane: Fig. 9 shows the ray diagram of the
pupil-glint vector formation when the cornea center and pupil
center of an eye happen to lie on the – plane of the camera
coordinate system. Therefore, either the generated pupil-glint

vectors and or the vectors and can be
represented as one dimensional vectors, specifically,

, , and .

According to Fig. 9, the vectors and can be rep-
resented as follows:

(14)

(15)

Fig. 10. Projection into camera’s X–Z plane.

For simplicity, is used to represent the length of , is

used to represent the length of , is represented
as , is represented as , is represented
as and is represented as . According to the ge-

ometries shown in Fig. 9, the vectors and can be
further achieved as follows:

(16)

(17)

As shown in Fig. 9, line and line are parallel to
the axis of the camera. Therefore, and can
be obtained from the rectangles and individually
as follows:

(18)

(19)

In the above equation, and are the glints in the image,
and is the principal point of the camera. For simplicity, we
choose to represent and to represent . There-
fore, after detecting the glints in the image, and
can be obtained accurately.

Further, , , and can be ob-
tained from the geometries of the rectangles and
directly. Therefore, (16) and (17) can be derived as follows:

(20)

(21)

4) Case Two: The Cornea Center and the Pupil Center do Not
Lie on the Camera’s – Plane: In fact, the cornea center and
the pupil center do not always lie on the camera’s – plane.
However, we can obtain the ray diagram shown in Fig. 9 by
projecting the ray diagram in Fig. 8 into – plane along the
axis of the camera’s coordinate system. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 10, point is the projection of the pupil center , point
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is the projection of the cornea center , and point is
also the projection of the screen gaze point in the – plane.
Starting from , a parallel line of line intersects
with line at . Also starting from , a parallel line

of line intersects with line at .
Because represents the distance between the pupil

center to the cornea center, which will not change as the eyeball
rotates, can be derived as follows:

(22)

Therefore, when the eye moves to a new location as shown
in Fig. 9, can be represented as follows:

(23)

After substituting the formulations of and into (20) and
(21), we can obtain as follows:

(24)

where is set as follows:

As a result, (12) and (13) can be finally obtained as follows:

(25)

(26)

The above equations constitute the head mapping function
between the pupil-glint vectors of the eyes at different positions
in front of the camera, while gazing at the same screen point.

5) Iterative Algorithm for Gaze Estimation: Equations (25)
and (26) require the knowledge of gaze point
on the screen. However, the gaze point is the one that needs
to be estimated. As a result, the gaze point is also a variable
of the head mapping function , which can be further expressed
as follows:

(27)

Assume that a specific gaze mapping function is known
via the calibration procedure described in Section IV-A.2.
Therefore, after integrating the head mapping function into
the specific gaze mapping function via (9), the general-
ized gaze mapping function can be recursively rewritten as
follows:

(28)

Given the extracted pupil-glint vector from the eye image
and the new location that the eye has moved to, (28) becomes
a recursive function. An iterative solution is proposed to solve it.

Fig. 11. Configuration of the gaze tracking system.

First, the screen center is chosen as an initial gaze point,
then a corrected pupil-glint vector can be obtained from the
detected pupil-glint vector via the head mapping function .
By inputting the corrected pupil-glint vector into the specific
gaze mapping function , a new screen gaze point can be
estimated. is further used to compute a new corrected pupil-
glint vector . The loop continues until the estimated screen
gaze point does not change any more. Usually, the whole
iteration process will converge in less than 5 iterations, which
makes the real-time implementation possible.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. System Setup

Our system consists of two cameras mounted under the com-
puter monitor, as shown in Fig. 11. An IR illuminator is mounted
around the center of the camera lens to produce the corneal glint
in the eye image.

Before the usage of the system, two steps are performed to
calibrate the system. The first step is to obtain the parameters
of the stereo camera system, which is obtained through camera
calibration [33]. Once the stereo camera system is calibrated,
given any point in front of it, the 3-D position
of can be reconstructed from the image points of in both
cameras. The second step is to obtain the 3-D positions of the
IR LEDs and the computer screen in the stereo camera system.
Since the IR LEDs and the computer screen are located behind
the view-field of the stereo camera system, they cannot be ob-
served directly by the stereo camera system. Therefore, similar
to [11], [12], a planar mirror with a set of fiducial markers at-
tached to the mirror surface is utilized. With the help of the
planar mirror, the virtual images of the IR LEDs and the com-
puter screen reflected by the mirror can be observed by the stereo
camera system. Thus, the 3-D locations of the IR LEDs and the
computer screen can be calibrated after obtaining the 3-D loca-
tions of their virtual images. In the following sections, experi-
ment results of both gaze tracking techniques will be reported.

B. Performance of 3-D Gaze Tracking Technique

1) Gaze Estimation Accuracy: Once the system is calibrated
and the angle deviation between the visual axis and the optic
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TABLE I
GAZE ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR THE FIRST SUBJECT

axis for a new user is obtained, his gaze point on the screen can
be determined by intersecting the estimated 3-D visual axis of
the eye with the computer screen. In order to test the accuracy
of the gaze tracking system, seven users were involved in the
experiments and none of them wears glasses.

Personal calibration is needed for each user before using our
gaze tracking system in order to obtain the angle deviation of
the visual axis and the optic axis. The calibration procedure de-
scribed in Section III-C.2 is very fast and only lasts for less than
5 s. Once the calibration is done, the user does not need to do
the calibration any more if he wants to use the system later.

During the experiments, a marker will display at nine fixed
locations in the screen randomly, and the user is asked to gaze
at the marker when it appears at each location. The experiment
contains five 1-minute sessions. At each session, the user is re-
quired to position his head at a different position purposely.
Table I summarizes the computed gaze estimation accuracy for
the first subject, where the last column represents the average
distance from the user to the camera during each session. As
shown in Table I, the accuracy of the gaze tracker (mean and
standard deviation ) significantly depends on the user’s dis-
tance to the camera. Normally, as the user moves closer to the
camera, the gaze accuracy will increase dramatically. This is be-
cause the resolution of the eye image increases as the user moves
closer to the camera. Also, the vertical accuracy is lower than
the horizontal accuracy due to lower vertical image resolution
(480 pixels) as compared to horizontal resolution (640 pixels).
Besides image resolution, the short focus length with our cur-
rent camera further limits the range of the subject to the camera.
The gaze accuracy can be improved with a zoomable lens and a
high resolution camera.

Table II summarizes the computed average gaze estimation
accuracy for all the seven subjects during the experiments.
During the experiments, the allowed head movement volume
is around 200 mm in the , , and directions respectively
centered at approximately 350 mm to the camera. On the other
hand, the head movement volume is mostly limited by the
distance from the user to the camera. When the user moves
closer to the camera, the allowed head movement volume along
the and directions will get smaller, but with a higher
gaze accuracy. When the user moves away from the camera,
the allowed head movement volume along the and direc-
tions will become larger, but the gaze accuracy will decrease
significantly. Therefore, when the user has the largest allowed
head movement, which is around 200 mm along the and
directions, it will also produce the largest gaze estimation error,
which is around 2 normally.

TABLE II
AVERAGE GAZE ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR SEVEN SUBJECTS

In summary, within the allowed head movement volume, the
average horizontal angular gaze accuracy is 1.47 and the av-
erage vertical angular gaze accuracy is 1.87 for all these seven
users, which is acceptable for many Human Computer Interac-
tion (HCI) applications, allowing natural head movement.

2) Comparison With Other Systems: Table III shows the
comparison of accuracy and allowable head movements among
several practically working gaze tracking systems that allow
natural head movements. In addition, all of these systems were
built recently and require only a very simple personal calibra-
tion instead of a tedious gaze mapping function calibration. For
simplicity, only the depth or direction of the allowed head
movement is illustrated, as shown in the second column of
Table III. We can see that our proposed technique can provide
a competitive gaze accuracy as well as a large head movement
volume with only one stereo camera system and without the
help of a face tracking system. Therefore, it represents the
state of the art in the gaze tracking research under natural head
movements.

C. Performance of 2-D Mapping Based Gaze Tracking
Technique

1) Head Compensation Model Validation: For the proposed
2-D mapping-based gaze tracking technique, (25) and (26) of
the head mapping function are validated first by the following
experiments.

A screen point is chosen
as the gaze point. The user gazes at this point from twenty dif-
ferent locations in front of the camera; at each location, the
pupil-glint vector and the 3-D pupil center are collected. The
3-D pupil centers and the pupil-glint vectors of the first two
samples , are shown in Table IV, where serves as the
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TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

TABLE IV
PUPIL-GLINT VECTOR COMPARISON AT DIFFERENT EYE LOCATIONS

Fig. 12. Pupil-glint vector transformation errors. (a) Transformation error on theX component of the pupil-glint vector. (b) Transformation error on the Y com-
ponent of the pupil-glint vector.

reference position. The second column indicates the original
pupil-glint vectors, while the third column indicates the trans-
formed pupil-glint vectors by the head compensation model.
The difference between the transformed pupil-glint vector of
and the reference pupil-glint vector at is defined as the trans-
formation error.

Fig. 12 illustrates the transformation errors for all these
twenty samples. It is observed that the average transformation
error is only around 1 pixel, which validates our proposed head
compensation model.

2) Gaze Estimation Accuracy: In order to test the accuracy of
the gaze tracking system, seven users were asked to participate
in the experiment.

For the first user, the gaze mapping function calibration was
performed when the user was sitting approximately 330 mm
from the camera. After the calibration, the user was asked to
stand up for a while. Then, the user was asked to sit approxi-
mately 360 mm from the camera and follow a shining object that
would display at 12 different pre-specified positions across the
screen. The user was asked to reposition his head to a different

position before the shining object moved to the next position.
Fig. 13 displays the error between the estimated gaze points and
the actual gaze points. The average horizontal error is around
4.41 mm in the screen, which corresponds to around 0.51 an-
gular accuracy. The average vertical error is around 6.62 mm
in the screen, which corresponds to around 0.77 angular ac-
curacy. Also, it shows that our proposed technique can handle
head movements very well.

When the user moves his head away from the camera, the eye
in the image will become smaller. Due to the increased pixel
measurement error caused by the lower image resolution, the
gaze accuracy of the eye gaze tracker will decrease as the user
moves away from the camera.

In another experiment, the effect of the distance to the camera
on the gaze accuracy of our system is analyzed. The second user
was asked to perform the gaze calibration when he was sitting
around 360 mm to the camera. After the calibration, the user
was positioned at five different locations, which have different
distances to the camera as listed in Table V. At each location, the
user was asked to follow the moving objects that will display 12
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Fig. 13. Plot of the estimated gaze points and the true gaze points, where, “+” represents the estimated gaze point and “�” represents the actual gaze point.

TABLE V
GAZE ESTIMATION ACCURACY UNDER DIFFERENT EYE IMAGE RESOLUTIONS

predefined positions across the screen. Table V lists the gaze es-
timation accuracy (mean and standard deviation ) at these
five different locations, which shows that as the user moves
away from the camera, the gaze resolution will decrease. How-
ever, within this space volume allowed for the head movement,
approximately 200 200 300 mm ( )
at 450 mm from the camera, the average horizontal angular ac-
curacy is around 1.15 and the average vertical angular accuracy
is around 1.40 , which is acceptable for most Human Computer
Interaction applications. Also, this space volume allowed for
the head movement is large enough for a user to sit comfort-
ably in front of the camera and communicate with the computer
naturally.

In order to test the accuracy of the proposed gaze estimation
algorithm on the other five subjects, an experiment that contains
five 1-min sessions is designed. During the experiment, after the
gaze mapping function is calibrated for each user, a marker will

display at 12 fixed locations across the screen randomly, and
each user is asked to gaze at the marker when it appears at each
location. At each session, each user is required to position his
head at a different position purposely within the allowed head
movement space, approximately 200 200 300 mm (

) at 450 mm from the camera. Table VI sum-
marizes the computed average gaze estimation accuracy for the
five subjects. Specifically, the average angular gaze accuracy
in the horizontal direction and vertical direction is 1.17 and
1.38 respectively for all these five users, allowing natural head
movement.

VI. COMPARISON OF BOTH TECHNIQUES

A. System Setup Complexity and Measurement Accuracy

In this section, the differences between the proposed two gaze
tracking techniques are discussed. The 2-D mapping-based gaze
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE GAZE ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR FIVE SUBJECTS

estimation method does not require knowledge of the 3-D direc-
tion of the eye gaze to determine the gaze point on an object; in-
stead, it estimates the gaze point on the object from a gaze-map-
ping function directly by inputting a set of features extracted
from the eye image. The gaze-mapping function is usually ob-
tained through a calibration procedure repeated for each person.

The calibrated gaze mapping function is very sensitive to
head motion; consequently, a complicated head-motion com-
pensation model is proposed to eliminate the effect of head mo-
tion on the gaze-mapping function. Thus, the 2-D mapping-
based method can work under natural head movement. Since
the 2-D mapping-based method is proposed to estimate the gaze
points on a specific object, a new gaze-mapping function cali-
bration must be performed each time when a different object is
presented.

In contrast, the 3-D gaze estimation technique estimates the
3-D direction of the eyeball’s visual axis directly, and deter-
mines the gaze by intersecting the visual axis with the object
in the scene. Thus, it can be used to estimate the gaze point on
any object in the scene without the use of tedious gaze-mapping
function calibration. Furthermore, since this method is not con-
strained by head position, the complicated head-motion com-
pensation model can be avoided. But the 3-D technique needs an
accurate stereo camera system, and the accuracy of the 3-D gaze
estimation technique is affected by the accuracy of the stereo
camera system significantly.

In terms of accuracy, the experiments indicate that the 2-D
mapping-based gaze estimation technique is more accurate than
the 3-D gaze tracking technique. For example, for a user who is
sitting approximately 340 mm from the camera, the 2-D map-
ping-based gaze estimation technique can achieve 0.68 accu-
racy in the horizontal direction and 0.83 accuracy in the ver-
tical direction; on the other hand, the direct 3-D gaze estima-
tion technique only achieves 1.14 accuracy in the horizontal
direction and 1.58 accuracy in the vertical direction. The main
source of errors for the 3-D method results from the calibration
errors, both with the estimated camera parameters and with the
estimated IR light position. Therefore, we can improve the cal-
ibration accuracy to improve the 3-D gaze estimation accuracy.

Both gaze tracking techniques proposed in the paper are im-
plemented using C++ on a PC with a Xeon (TM) 2.80 GHz CPU
and a 1.00 GB RAM. The image resolution of the cameras is
640 480 pixels, and the built gaze tracking systems can run at
approximately 25 fps comfortably.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, based on exploiting eye’s anatomy, two novel
techniques are proposed to improve the existing gaze tracking
techniques. First, a simple direct method is proposed to estimate
the 3-D optic axis of a user without using any user-dependent
eyeball parameters. The method is more feasible to work on dif-
ferent individuals without tedious calibration. Second, a novel
2-D mapping-based gaze estimation technique is proposed to
allow free head movement and minimize the number of personal
calibration procedures. Therefore, the eye gaze can be estimated
with high accuracy under natural head movement, with the per-
sonal calibration being minimized simultaneously. By the novel
techniques proposed in this paper, two common drawbacks of
the existing eye gaze trackers can be eliminated or minimized
nicely so that the eye gaze of a user can be estimated under nat-
ural head movement, with minimum personal calibration.
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